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We propose a novel method for the efficient direct detection of exoplanets from the ground using angular dif-
ferential imaging. The method combines images appropriately, then uses the combined images jointly in a
maximum-likelihood framework to estimate the position and intensity of potential planets orbiting the ob-
served star. It takes into account the mixture of photon and detector noises and a positivity constraint on the
planet’s intensity. A reasonable detection criterion is also proposed based on the computation of the noise
propagation from the images to the estimated intensity of the potential planet. The implementation of this
method is tested on simulated data that take into account static aberrations before and after the coronagraph,
residual turbulence after adaptive optics correction, and noise. © 2009 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
he direct detection of exoplanets from the ground is a
ery promising field of astronomy today [1]. A goal is the
haracterization of the physical composition of the ex-
planets by a spectral analysis of their emitted and/or re-
ected light. This observation from the ground is a tech-
ological challenge. Indeed, in order to be able to observe
sufficient number of targets, it is required to cope with

n intensity ratio (also called contrast) between the star
nd its planet that may be as high as 106 in IR bands [2]
t very small angular separations. Two consortia are cur-
ently building planet searchers based on direct imaging
n the near-IR: SPHERE (Spectro-Polarimetry High-
ontrast Exoplanet Research) [3] for the Very Large Tele-
cope of the European Southern Observatory (VLT) (ESO)
nd GPI (Gemini Planet Imager) [4] for GEMINI observa-
ory. The goal of the European project SPHERE is to detect
iant planets orbiting nearby stars up to 100 pc from the
un. For instance these planets may present an atmo-
phere rich in methane [5], with interesting spectral sig-
atures around 1.6 �m to be used in spectral imaging.
he planets searched for have orbits typically between 5
nd 100 astronomical units. This requires being able to
esolve an angular separation between the planet and its
arent star that can be as small as a few diffraction ele-
ents �� /D�.
The SPHERE instrument is a combination of several op-

ical features, all of them optimized toward the final goal
f exoplanet detection. First of all, an extreme adaptive
ptics system (XAO) concentrates the light into a coher-
nt Airy pattern, performing a real-time correction of
arth’s atmospheric turbulence [6]. Then, the corona-
1084-7529/09/061326-9/$15.00 © 2
raphic stage strongly attenuates the star intensity and
herefore significantly reduces the photon noise. The coro-
agraphs considered in the SPHERE project are a Lyot
oronagraph [7], a four-quadrant phase mask [8], and an
podized Lyot coronagraph [9].
The final optical quality is a key factor in direct ex-

planet detection, because the main limitation for the de-
ection of faint objects is demonstrated to be the static
peckles in the coronagraphic images of the star [10].
hese speckles are the consequence of an imperfect cor-
ection of static aberrations before the coronagraph. Note
hat because we are dealing with long-exposure images,
he turbulence residuals are averaged and form a halo
round the position of the star in the focal plane; the
peckles are due only to static aberrations.

The combination of XAO and a coronagraphic device is
ecessary to reduce both photon noise and speckle in the
nal image, but is not sufficient for the considered inten-
ity ratios between star and planet. To attain the detec-
ion performance needed to detect a large number of plan-
ts, it is mandatory to combine the above-mentioned
ptical devices with an a posteriori processing of all the
ata. The main problem is to disentangle the potential
lanet signal from the quasi-static speckles, that are due
o static aberrations and constitute a major noise source.
hese speckles present the same characteristic angular
ize as the planet signal � /D. With no more information,
t is impossible to discriminate between the speckles and
he planet. In order to do so, the SPHERE instrument in-
ludes the ability to perform spectral and angular differ-
ntial imaging.

Spectral differential imaging consists of acquiring si-
009 Optical Society of America
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ultaneous images of the star–planet system at different
avelengths [11,12]. The spectral signature of the ex-
planet’s atmosphere ensures that the planet signal will
ignificantly vary between spectral images taken in two
lightly different spectral bands, while the star signal and
herefore the speckles remain the same. A subtraction of
wo such images brings a significant attenuation of the
tar signal while enhancing the planet signal. With the
RDIS (Infra-Red Dual-beam Imaging and Spectroscopy)
nstrument [13] of SPHERE, one can make use of two close
pectral channels, e.g., between bands H2=1.59 �m and
3=1.64 �m, the latter corresponding to a methane ab-

orption line.
Angular differential imaging is a method originally de-

igned for the calibration of static speckles for the Hubble
pace Telescope—see, e.g., [14,15] and references therein.
he original idea was to perform a rotation of the entire
elescope, and therefore of the observed field on the detec-
or, while the telescope point-spread function (PSF),
hich is the star signal and includes the static speckles,
ould remain the same. This idea has been developed re-

ently in the case of a ground-based observation [16,17].
For instance at the Nasmyth foci of an alt–az mount

elescope, both field and pupil rotate during the tracking
f the target in the sky. The observer has the choice of
mplementing a de-rotation of the field image or of the pu-
il one. For angular differential imaging, we choose a de-
otation of the pupil image, thus ensuring the best tem-
oral stability of the quasi-static speckles. In an image
eries obtained in these conditions with the star on-axis,
he additional information we have at hand is therefore
he induced circular trajectory of the planet through the
mages of the series.

In Section 2, we present our processing method, which
ims at exploiting the field rotation in a ground-based im-
ger dedicated to exoplanet detection. Note that the
ethod could actually also be used to detect weak com-

anion stars. The estimation of the planet position and in-
ensity is done on the differential data, through a
aximum-likelihood approach as presented in Section 3.
n associated detection criterion is proposed in Section 4,
nd the complete method is tested in Section 5. Section 6
oncludes the paper.
. PRINCIPLE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
f both angular and spectral data are available, as is the
ase with the SPHERE instrument, then one may first com-
ine each pair of simultaneous spectral images into one
mage so as to enhance the planet signal by a partial sup-
ression of the static speckles of the star signal, and then
se the resulting combined image series as angular data.
In this paper, we do not consider that we record simul-

aneous spectral images. We assume that we have a series
f angular images, and we investigate their joint process-
ng. These images correspond to different recording times
nd therefore to different positions of the planet signal in
he focal plane due to the field rotation. At least two ap-
roaches are possible for this problem:

• jointly estimate the star signal (coronagraphic re-
ponse in our case) and the planet position and intensity
18,19] from the angular image series;

• first, subtract two by two the angular images to re-
ove the star signal (the speckles) and produce angular

ifferential data; second, estimate the planet [20,21] only
rom this new angular differential data series.

In the framework of the SPHERE project, the static ab-
rrations are likely to slowly evolve during observing
ime, and if the first option above were chosen, the esti-
ation of the star signal should therefore be done several

imes during the night. We therefore choose the second
ption, which consists of removing the star signal numeri-
ally by performing an angular image subtraction be-
ween image pairs taken at time intervals that are long
nough to obtain the peculiar signature of the planet’s ap-
arent rotation but shorter than the evolution time of the
tatic aberrations. This signature is illustrated in Fig. 1.
et it be the raw image at time t; the new data are image
ifferences ��r , t1 , t2�:

��r,t1,t2� � it1
�r� − it2

�r�, �1�

here t1 and t2 are chosen times and r the position in the
ocal plane.

In the angular image series, there is a very large num-
er of possible couples �t1 , t2�. In this paper, we select the
ime couples so that (a) all images are selected at least
ig. 1. Illustration of the angular differences performed on the raw data. Left and center: two noiseless raw coronagraphic images it1
nd it2

of a star with a very bright planet (103 intensity ratio between star and planet). Right: difference ��r , t1 , t2�, used as our new data,
hich completely removes the star signal in this case where the quasi-static aberrations have not evolved. The colormap is inverted for
etter legibility, with black corresponding to the maximum value.
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nce, (b) at least 95% of the planet signal is preserved in
he image difference (which can be shown to imply that
he planet must have moved by at least 1.5� /D), and (c) if
ossible, the static aberrations are very similar in the two
ubtracted images. Note that the best compromise may be
ifficult to achieve because it depends on many factors,
.e., both system parameters, such as the evolution rate of
tatic aberrations, and observational parameters, such as
he field rotation speed. In any case, a set of new data are
omputed using all the raw images. These new data are
he ones to be used subsequently to detect the planet(s).

The new data consist of kmax image differences denoted
y ��r ,k�, where k is an index used to reference the time
ouples, and is referred to as the time index in the sequel.
ssuming that a planet is present, the data model at each
ixel r of image difference k is

��r,k� = ap�r,k;r0� + n�r,k�, �2�

here scalar a is the unknown planet intensity, the two-
omponent vector r0 is the unknown planet position at
he beginning of the observation (in the first image of the
eries), n�r ,k� denotes the noise, and p�r ,k ;r0� is a syn-
hetic (i.e., noiseless) pattern, which is the precomputed
heoretical planet signature (PS) for a planet at an as-
umed r0 initial position.

The PS of index k is simply the difference of two theo-
etical noiseless planet images (i.e., PSFs) suitably posi-
ioned in the field and corresponding to the field rotations
t the two times t1 and t2 used in ��r ,k�. It can be seen as
he space- and time-varying PSF of our new data ��r ,k�.
t is important to emphasize that the PS directly depends
n r0; therefore, a set of PSs must be computed for all the
andidate positions of a planet in order to be used later in

ig. 2. Examples of planet signatures p�r ,k ;r0�. Top: for one val
f r0 and the three same values of the time index k. The cross in
he detection method. Figure 2 shows such PSs p�r ,k ;r0�
or two different initial positions r0 and three values of
he time index k.

. MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
OR POSITION AND INTENSITY OF
HE PLANET
he maximum-likelihood approach consists of searching

or �r̂0 , â� that maximize the likelihood L�r0 ,a�. In the fol-
owing we assume that the noise is non-homogeneous
i.e., non-stationary), Gaussian, white in both time k and
n space r, and with variance �2�r ,k�. This assumption is
easonable and allows us to take into account both the
hoton and the detector noise, as is done in AO-corrected
mage restoration [22]: for the intensity levels considered
ere, the Poisson statistics of photon noise is well ap-
roximated by a Gaussian probability density. Its vari-
nce map is estimated from the set of images, e.g., as an
mpirical variance of the image series at each pixel, and
s considered known in the following expressions. As for
he detector read-out noise, it is reasonably homogeneous
hite Gaussian and its variance can be estimated before-
and.
The likelihood is given by

L�r0,a� � exp�−
1

2�
k

�
r

���r,k� − ap�r,k;r0��2

2�2�r,k� � . �3�

aximizing this likelihood with respect to �r0 ,a� is
quivalent to maximizing the following metric, which is
qual to the log-likelihood up to unimportant constants:

0 and three values of the time index k. Bottom: for another value
iddle represents the center of the field rotation.
ue of r
the m
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J�r0,a� � − a2�
k,r

p2�r,k;r0�

�2�r,k�
+ 2a�

k,r

p�r,k;r0���r,k�

�2�r,k�

�4�

=2 ln L�r0,a� + const. �5�

he optimal value â�r0� of a for each given r0 is comput-
ble analytically:

â�r0� =
�
k,r

p�r,k;r0���r,k�/�2�r,k�

�
k,r

p2�r,k;r0�/�2�r,k�
. �6�

he numerator of this expression can be seen as a scalar
roduct (correlation) between the PS p�r ,k ;r0� and the
mage differences ��r ,k�, with weights given by the noise
ariance. The denominator is simply a normalization con-
tant.

If we insert this optimal value for the intensity into
etric J, we obtain an expression of the latter that de-

ends, explicitly at least, only on the sought planet posi-
ion:

J��r0� � J�r0,â�r0�� =
	�

k,r
p�r,k;r0���r,k�/�2�r,k�
2

�
k,r

p2�r,k;r0�/�2�r,k�
.

�7�

his criterion J� can be computed for each possible initial
lanet position on a grid that can be chosen as the origi-
al pixel grid of the images or as a finer grid if it is useful.
he most likely initial planet position is then r̂0
arg min J��r0�, and the most likely intensity is â�r̂0� as
omputed with Eq. (6).

This estimator can be improved by constraining the es-
imated intensity to be positive. Indeed, the value of â�r0�
f Eq. (6) is not necessarily positive, whereas the true in-
ensity is. Additionally, because the estimation of â�r0� is

one-dimensional optimization, the optimal intensity
ubject to the positivity constraint is simply

âpos�r0� = max�â�r0�,0�. �8�

f we now insert this value for the planet intensity into
etric J, it is easy to show that we obtain the criterion

J��r0� � J�r0,âpos�r0�� = �J��r0�, if â�r0� � 0

0, if â�r0� � 0� , �9�

here â�r0� is given by Eq. (6) and J��r0� by Eq. (7).
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the usefulness of the positiv-

ty constraint in the idealized case of a noiseless image:
he left and right images of Fig. 3 show the maps â�r0�
nd âpos�r0�, respectively. These maps are the planet in-
ensity estimated at each position r0 without and with the
ositivity constraint, respectively. In the case without
ositivity the map is very similar to the auto-correlation
f the PS, which explains its shape with two negative
umps. Figure 4 shows the corresponding maps J��r0�
nd J��r0� of the log-likelihood obtained, respectively,
ithout [Equation (7)] and with [Equation (9)] the posi-
ivity constraint on the intensity. Clearly, J� is very dif-
erent from a thresholded version of J� and has fewer lo-
al maxima: the positivity constraint removes the
idelobes of the log-likelihood, and hence it should con-
ribute to removing false detections in a noisier case.

. DETECTION CRITERION
nce the likelihood and intensity maps are computed, the
ain problem is to decide which peaks are true planets

nd which ones are not. One way to do so is to addition-
lly compute the standard deviation of the estimated in-
ensity ��â�r0�� for each possible planet position r0, i.e., to
ompute how the noise propagates from the images to our
ntensity estimator.

We define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the esti-
ated planet intensity as

SNR�â�r0�� � â�r0�/��â�r0��. �10�

possible detection criterion is then to decide that all po-
itions where this SNR is greater than some threshold are
rue detections. In the Gaussian setting assumed in this
aper, this detection criterion can be linked to the prob-
bility of false alarm.
The variance of the estimated intensity for a given po-

ition r0 is computed by means of Eq. (6) using the above-
entioned property that the noise in our images ��k ,r� is
hite, both temporally and spatially:

ig. 4. Log-likelihood maps of the position of the planet in the
oiseless case of Fig. 3 without [J��r0�, left] and with [J��r0�,
ight] the positivity constraint on the estimated intensity. The
olormap is inverted for better legibility: white is the lowest, and
ero, value; black corresponds to the highest value.

ig. 3. Intensity maps â�r0� and âpos�r0� estimated without (left)
nd with (right) the positivity constraint, respectively, in a noise-
ess case. The colormap is inverted for better legibility: the white
idelobes have the lowest, and negative, value; the gray back-
round has zero value, and black corresponds to the highest
alue.
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�2�â�r0�� =
1

	 �
r�,k�

p2�r,k�;r0�

�2�r,k�� 
2�
r,k
	p�r,k;r0�

�2�r,k� 
2

�2�r,k�,

hich can be simplified into

�2�â�r0�� = 	�
r,k

p2�r,k;r0�

�2�r,k� 
−1

. �11�

Interestingly, the SNR of the estimated intensity is
inked very directly to the log-likelihood J� of Eq. (7):

J��r0� = �â�r0�/��â�r0���2 = �SNR�â�r0���2. �12�

onsequently, maximizing (resp. thresholding) the likeli-
ood is actually equivalent to maximizing (resp. thresh-
lding) the SNR of the estimated intensity.

Implementation details. The computation of the esti-
ated intensity maps and of the likelihood maps is quite

traightforward. It is performed by means of Eqs. (6)–(9).
he main burden lies in the computation of the PSs
�r ,k ;r0� for all time indices k and all searched initial
lanet positions r0. Each of these PSs is the difference of
wo theoretical noiseless planet images that must be suit-
bly positioned in the field. This requires shifting each of
hese two theoretical planet images by a non-integer
mount, whereas only integer shifts can be performed at
ery low computational cost. To solve this problem, we
re-compute a library of all the possible shifted theoreti-
al planet images for x and y shifts regularly spaced be-
ween zero and one, typically every 1/20th of a pixel. This
otably alleviates the computational burden. The total
omputing time currently remains of the order of three
ours for the simulations presented below, which involve
hundred 256�256 images and a 200�200 grid for the

lanet position search.

. TESTS ON SIMULATED DATA
. Simulation Conditions
e use a Fourier-based simulation method that describes

he AO via the spatial power spectrum of the residual
hase [23] and is presented in [24]. It takes the following
et of parameters, which are representative of the
PHERE/IRDIS instrument on the VLT:

• an 8 m telescope, a seeing of 0.8�, and a wind speed
f 12.5 m/s;

• a SAXO-like AO system [6]: 41�41 actuators, a
0�40 sub-aperture Hartmann–Shack wavefront sensor,
sampling frequency of 1200 Hz;
• static aberrations with a standard deviation of

	u
=35 nm upstream of the coronagraph and

	d
=100 nm downstream of the coronagraph. We have as-

umed a pupil-stabilized mode with static aberrations
ept constant during the simulated run.

A hundred 256�256 images are simulated at an imag-
ng wavelength of �=1.593 �m with Poisson noise. The
mage sampling corresponds to that of the SPHERE/IRDIS

nstrument, which is Shannon-sampled for a wavelength
f 0.95 �m; the images are thus oversampled by a factor
.593/0.95=1.677, and their field is 76� /D wide. The im-
ge of the star is computed by means of the analytical ex-
ression for the long-exposure AO-corrected corona-
raphic image of a star [25] and is shown on the left part
f Fig. 5.

We have simulated seven planets which lie aligned at
istances that are multiples of 4� /D from the central star.
he long-exposure AO-corrected image of a planet is com-
uted using the static aberrations and the phase struc-
ure function of the AO-corrected residual phase, assum-
ng that the planets do not “see” the coronagraph. Such an
mage is presented on the right part of Fig. 5. For each of
he seven simulated planets, this long-exposure planet
mage is then added to each of the star images at the ap-
ropriate planet locations. With the currently foreseen in-
egration time of SPHERE/IRDIS images, the smearing of a
lanet due to field rotation during an individual exposure
emains negligible, even for planets far from their star,
nd is thus not taken into account in the simulation.
The star intensity at the entrance aperture of the tele-

cope is 2.67�107 ph/s and the planet intensity is
8.5 ph/s; the intensity ratio is thus 9.36�105. The
elescope+instrument transmission is 0.09 without the
oronagraph. The coronagraph further attenuates the
tar light with a transmission factor of 0.13. Depending
n the simulation data, the total exposure time is either 1
r 2 h. In the 1 h case the total star intensity is 1.127
107 ph/image (or 172 ph/pixel on average). The total

lanet intensity is 93 ph/image in any of the 100 images.
his corresponds to a maximum planet intensity of
4.8 ph/pixel, the exact maximum value depending on
hether or not the planet falls at the center of a pixel in

he image.
For the purpose of testing our method, we have simu-

ated the field rotation in the following simplified way:

• 50 images are simulated before the star crosses the
eridian, and 50 images afterward; the set of 100 paral-

actic angles of the star is centered on the meridian.
• The step between two consecutive images is con-

tant; for 100 images it is 1°.
• There is a gap of 20° around the meridian, to prevent

he overlapping of the planet signals of two images that
re to be subtracted. As a result, the angle between the
rst and the last image is 120°.

The image combination scheme we chose in these simu-
ations is to associate each image with its symmetrical

ig. 5. Simulated PSFs with (left) and without (right) corona-
raph in logarithmic scale. Note that for legibility the colormap
s inverted, and each of these two images is represented with its
wn gray-level scale (with black corresponding to its maximum
alue).
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ne with respect to the meridian (the first image with the
ast, the second with the last-but-one, etc.). This way, the
osition of the achromatic dispersion compensator of the
O system is the same in the two images of each image
ouple, which should minimize the differential aberra-
ions if the achromatic dispersion compensator is the
ain contributor to the evolution of the static aberra-

ions.

. Impact of the Proposed Positivity Constraint and of
he Noise Variance Map
igure 6 shows the likelihood maps obtained with 100 im-
ges and an exposure time of 1 h, with and without the
ositivity constraint and the non-homogeneous noise vari-
nce. The use of a noise variance map can be seen as tak-
ng into account some prior knowledge: if the noise vari-
nce map is unknown, one will use a homogeneous (i.e.,
onstant) noise variance map, which cancels out in all the
bove expressions. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the positivity
onstraint on the planet’s intensity and the use of a noise
ariance map both improve the likelihood map and thus
he detection: going from the homogeneous noise variance
ithout positivity (top left) to the homogeneous noise
ariance with positivity (top right) notably decreases low-
evel peaks of the likelihood as well as some high-level
eaks that correspond to false alarms (for instance, one in
he middle, below the center of the image). These are the
eaks due to the negative values of the estimated inten-
ity.

Additionally, going from the homogeneous noise vari-
nce with positivity (top right) to the inhomogeneous
oise variance with positivity (bottom right) further im-
roves the likelihood map by dimming some other spuri-
us peaks (for instance, one on the top left part of the im-
ge, at about 45° from the star).
To better quantify the improvement brought by positiv-

ty and by the use of an inhomogeneous noise variance
ap, Fig. 7 shows the SNR of the estimated intensity [de-
ned by Equation (10)] thresholded to values from 3 to 6,

n the photon-starved case of a 1 h total observation time.
n the two cases where a homogeneous noise is assumed
n the processing, the noise variance has been taken equal
o the spatial average of the empirical variance of each
ixel in time.
As seen on the first two lines of images of Fig. 7, the use

f the positivity constraint removes a very substantial
umber of false alarms. On the same images, one notes
hat the inhomogeneous noise model also reduces the
alse alarm rate.

For the case where both the positivity and the inhomo-
ig. 6. Likelihood maps with 100 images and an exposure time of 1 h. Top row: homogeneous noise. Bottom row: inhomogeneous noise.
eft column: without positivity constraint. Right column: with positivity constraint. For legibility the colormap is inverted: white corre-
ponds to the minimum value of zero, and black to the highest value.
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eneous noise variance map are used, there exists in this
imulation a threshold (of 4) for which all the true planets
re detected and no false alarm is present. The corre-
ponding detection map is the boxed one of Fig. 7. The im-
ge immediately on the left, obtained without the positiv-
ty constraint, has a false alarm at the very right of the
eld.
For the three other cases, whatever the chosen thresh-

ld, in this simulation there are either false alarms (for
ow threshold values) or undetected planets (for high
hreshold values).

One can also note that in the homogeneous cases there
re more detected planets for high threshold values, as
ell as more false alarms for low threshold values, com-
ared to the inhomogeneous cases. For instance, five
lanets are detected in the homogeneous case with posi-
ivity and a 6� detection (i.e., a threshold of 6) and only
hree in the inhomogeneous case. To detect the same
umber of planets in the inhomogeneous case one must
et the threshold to 5 instead of 6. The homogeneous de-
ection maps thus appear to be, so to speak, shifted to-
ard the high thresholds. We conjecture that this is due

o the noise standard deviation adopted in the homoge-

ig. 7. Detection maps obtained by thresholding the maps of th
ioned in the left column. From left to right: homogeneous noise,
o positivity; inhomogeneous noise and positivity.
eous case being somewhat arbitrary because of the mis-
atch between the true noise model and the one used in

he detection.

. Impact of the Exposure Time
igure 8 illustrates the influence of the exposure time on

he likelihood maps and on the detection maps for several
hreshold values. As expected, for 2 h of total exposure
ime instead of 1, the likelihood map has fewer spurious
idelobes and thresholding is easier. This can be seen in
he detection maps: there are fewer false detections for
he low threshold of 3 (second line of Fig. 8). Additionally,
ll planets are detected even for higher threshold values,
p to a value of 5 (last line of Fig. 8). The 2 h exposure
ime thus results in a more reliable detection; in the
aussian setting assumed here, and assuming that the
uasi-static aberrations have been perfectly removed by
he image differentiation, a 4� detection such as the one
btained on Fig. 7 corresponds to a 6�10−5 probability of
alse alarm, whereas the 5� detection of Fig. 8 corre-
ponds to a 6�10−7 probability of false alarm.

of the estimated intensity of Fig. 6, for various thresholds men-
itivity; homogeneous noise and positivity; inhomogeneous noise,
e SNR
no pos
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. DISCUSSION
e have presented a method based on maximum likeli-

ood for exoplanet detection with ground-based instru-
ents such as SPHERE, and tested it by means of simula-

ions. This method makes use of the temporal diversity of
he images brought by field rotation in order to disen-
angle planets from speckles. It can enforce a positivity
onstraint on the estimated intensity and can use the
oise variance map of the images, the beneficial influence
f which has been demonstrated. A reasonable detection
riterion has also been proposed and tested; it is based on
he computation of the noise propagation from the images
o the estimated intensity of the potential planet. As an
xample, under the assumptions and simulation condi-
ions described in the paper, a reliable detection is ob-
ained with 2 h of data for a 106 intensity ratio between
he star and the planet.

While the results of our simulations are very encourag-
ng, these simulations should be made more realistic by
aking into account the variations of turbulence strength
nd of static aberrations during the night. The effect of
hese variations on the images will be partially compen-

ig. 8. Likelihood and detection maps for different exposure
imes: 1 h (left) and 2 h (right) with 100 images in each case. The
stimation is done with the inhomogeneous noise model and a
ositivity constraint.
ated for by performing a spectral difference between si-
ultaneous image channels and using these spectral dif-

erence images as inputs it for the method proposed in
his paper. Yet, this compensation will be only partial.
reliminary simulations (not presented herein) suggest

hat the subtraction between images taken at different
imes must incorporate a scaling factor that can be opti-
ized for each image pair. Additionally, the optimal scal-

ng factor varies with the distance to the star, which sug-
ests performing the detection in different annuli with a
otentially different scaling factor for each annulus.
One short-term perspective is thus to assess the perfor-
ance of the method in the case of slowly evolving aber-

ation and turbulence parameters using both spectral
hannels of the IRDIS instrument. Additionally, because
he pair-wise image combination is quite flexible, this
ombination should be adapted to the variability of these
arameters in order to optimize the detection. Another
hort-term perspective is to optimize the code in order to
educe the computation time. Additionally, the design of a
ore elaborate detection criterion taking into account the
on-Gaussianity of the noise also deserves further stud-

es. As a final note we mention that this method, which
as been named ANDROMEDA, for ANgular Differential
ptiMal Exoplanet Detection Algorithm, is likely to be

mplemented in the data pipeline of the SPHERE/IRDIS in-
trument, so that it will be available to astronomers for
rocessing the bi-spectral images provided by this instru-
ent.
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